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Abstract. The response of geomaterials to seismic excitations, which are usually
described with time history data, can be estimated by solving governing equations
in the frequency domain and transferring quantities back to the time domain. How-
ever, one limitation of frequency analysis is the simplification of soil response by
assuming constant stiffness during the action of seismic input. Therefore, when the
frequency approach is used in ground response problems, linear-equivalent models
of soil behaviour that allow the description of non-linear stiffness are implemented.
In order to simulate large fields of displacements induced by seismic actions, this
paper introduces a methodological proposal based upon a hybrid Finite Element
(FE) time-frequency approach, coupled with the Material Point Method (MPM).
In the FE solution, the soil stiffness changes after certain number of cycles and
the equation of motion is solved in the frequency domain while the soil stiffness
remains constant. Mapping of kinematic quantities between nodes of the finite
element mesh and material points is performed via a Newton-Raphson numerical
scheme. Each change of the stiffness matrix is marked by a convective material-
point phase and the recalculation of material point locations. By following this
approach, large deformations of geomaterials under constant amplitude harmonic
accelerations can be simulated using a linear equivalent approach for the non-linear
response. A model test case subjected to harmonic shaking is explained.
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